Mathematics - Geometry Crossword Puzzle

Three-Dimensional Shapes and Their Properties Crossword Puzzle

ACROSS
1. solid figures that have 2 congruent, circular, parallel bases connected by a curved surface
3. solid figures that have 3 or more triangular faces and 1 base
6. measurement from end to end
8. solid figures with 3 or more rectangular faces and 2 identical parallel bases
9. bottom face of a solid figure
10. corner where 3 or more edges meet
11. plural of vertex
13. line segments where 2 faces meet
14. solid figures that have 6 square faces, 12 edges, and 8 vertices

DOWN
1. vertices
2. the flat surfaces of a solid figure
4. solid figures with no faces, vertices, or edges
5. how wide something is, distance from side to side
7. distance from bottom to top
12. solid figures that have 1 circular base and 1 curved surface
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